ARTICLES AND BOOKS ABOUT JOHN COWPER POWYS

[BISELL GIFT]

Note: Put into alphabetical order for ease of access. Ordered by name of magazine, if an article, or by author if a book. Presently shelved immediately after JCP Prefaces By.

Note: If too flimsy or unbound, in separate clam.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


Antiquarian Book Monthly Review. ‘Likes and Dislikes Book’, by George Sims. March, 1986, pp.92-95. Note: This article contains, from amongst many authors from whom Sims bought manuscripts, the likes and dislikes of John Cowper Powys, Alyse Gregory, and briefly, STW. The ‘Likes and Dislikes’ book was subsequently printed privately in 1981. The Collection does not have a copy of the 1981 publication, but should have.


Note: Also contains “Father Powys: Last Days” by Dinah White pp6-7 and “Memories of Father Powys” by Brigid Boardman.
Note: There is an entry under LAP also, but only one periodical. Placed with JCP material.


John Cowper Powys - Articles and Books About

*Contemporary Review* February 1973 Vol 222 No 1285
‘JCP as Humorist’ by G Wilson Knight
- also typescript

*Contemporary Review* October 1975 Vol 227 No 1317
‘Powys and Death’

*Contemporary Review* February 1976 Vol 228 No 1321
‘JCP and T S Eliot’ by G Wilson Knight


*Contemporary Literature* ‘JCP A Glastonbury Romance, A Modern Mystery Play’ by David A Cook:


*Country Quest*. N.d. ‘John Cowper Powys’ by M. Krissdottir:


*Critique*: June/July 1977. ‘Powys et ses Personages, les Enchantements de Glastonbury’ by Louis Bolle

*Current Opinion*. February, 1917. ‘The Art of Discrimination As a Key to Literary Appreciation.’
Author unknown. [ and early photo of JCP]


Note: There is also the complete typescript (corrected) of the articles which make up this number. Boxed separately in JCP Typescripts.


**John Cowper Powys - Articles and Books About**


Note: several references to JCP’s philosophical writings.


*I Carbs* Vol 3 No 2 Spring/Summer 1977

A Note on Hal Trovillion and the Powys Brothers, Kenneth Hopkins


Note: Collection only has p210 of original article, ripped out of the magazine, and the conclusion typed out. By whom, is unknown.


John Cowper Powys - Articles and Books About


Lancaster, R V: *JCP, A Biographical Sketch* (undated)


*New Chapter*. Vol 1, No 3. J.C.P. number.


*New York Herald Tribune*. Letter to editor from Ferner Nuhn on John Cowper Powy’s return to England to live. [N.D. but Bissell says June 3rd, 1934.]
**John Cowper Powys - Articles and Books About**

Note: Ferner Nuhn was the husband of Ruth Suckow, an American novelist admired by John Cowper Powys and Phyllis Playter.


Note: Theoretically a review of *Philosophy of Solitude* but really a general article and therefore placed here.
Note: Beresford, the novelist, was a friend of JCP met through Dorothy Richardson.


*Plein Chant.* 42/43. J.C. Powys (Double Number). In French.


Note: looks like a photocopy of the original typescript, with a few corrections.

Note: Kept presumably for the notice that the tribute to John Cowper Powys on his ninetieth birthday was broadcast at 8.30 - 9.15

Note: With 2 letters from the editor Norman Jeffers to E.E. Bissell and copies of letters from Bissell to Jeffers.


Steiner, George: *On the Difficulty of Reading JCP*

Note: brief biographical sketch and excerpt from *Glastonbury Romance*.


Note: 2 letters from Robillard (Georgia State College) to Sven Erik Tackmark.


John Cowper Powys - Articles and Books About


**John Cowper Powys - Articles and Books About**

BOOKS AND ARTICLES ABOUT JOHN COWPER POWYS

[FEATHER COLLECTION]

*** NOT INCLUDED IN THE FEATHER INVENTORY BUT BROUGHT BACK FROM ZIMBABWE BY M. KRISSDOTTIR & INTEGRATED INTO THE JOHN COWPER SECTION ***

Some entries should be in other sections, but the numbers are so small, all are placed immediately after Books by JCP on the Feather Side.


**John Cowper Powys - Articles and Books About**


Granit. 1/2 automne/hiver 1973 [‘ce cahier a été composé par Diane de Margerie, Françoise Xavier Jaujard, Michel Gresset.’] Issue devoted entirely to J.C. Powys. Includes essays by Henry Miller, Angus Wilson, Wilson Knight, George Steiner, Jean Wahl, Dominique Aury, etc.


*Philobiblion or the Love of Books*. Hamilton, New York: Friends of the Colgate University Library, 1965 [pamphlet devoted to J.C. Powys].

Powys, John Cowper. 'Dorothy M. Richardson (1)' *The Adelphi*, vol 2, no.2, May, 1931 [pp.103-115].


